[1] Differences in simulations of climate feedbacks are sources of significant divergence in climate models' temperature response to anthropogenic forcing. Snow albedo feedback is particularly critical for climate change prediction in heavily-populated northern hemisphere land masses. Here we show its strength in current models exhibits a factor-of-three spread. These large intermodel variations in feedback strength in climate change are nearly perfectly correlated with comparably large intermodel variations in feedback strength in the context of the seasonal cycle. Moreover, the feedback strength in the real seasonal cycle can be measured and compared to simulated values. These mostly fall outside the range of the observed estimate, suggesting many models have an unrealistic snow albedo feedback in the seasonal cycle context. Because of the tight correlation between simulated feedback strength in the seasonal cycle and climate change, eliminating the model errors in the seasonal cycle will lead directly to a reduction in the spread of feedback strength in climate change. Though this comparison to observations may put the models in an unduly harsh light because of uncertainties in the observed estimate that are difficult to quantify, our results map out a clear strategy for targeted observation of the seasonal cycle to reduce divergence in simulations of climate sensitivity.
Introduction
[2] One reason convergence in simulations of climate feedbacks has eluded the climate modeling community [Bony et al., 2006; Stocker et al., 2001; Bony et al., 2004] is the difficulty in evaluating the feedbacks against observations. Century-scale observations of variations in surface albedo, tropospheric water vapor, and clouds during the era of significant anthropogenic forcing would be necessary to evaluate feedbacks rigorously, and these are not available. We circumvent this by exploiting similarities between anthropogenic climate change and the present-day seasonal cycle. Both are examples of externally-forced climate variability, and it has been suggested that both are subject to the same climate feedbacks [Tsushima et al., 2005] . Support for this idea has been found recently in correlations between simulated seasonal cycle amplitudes and sensitivity to external forcing in the current generation of climate models [Knutti et al., 2006] .
[3] In the case of snow albedo feedback (SAF), the seasonal cycle may be a particularly appropriate analog for climate change because interactions of northern hemisphere (NH) continental temperature, snow cover, and broadband surface albedo (a s ) in the context of the seasonal variation of insolation are strikingly similar to interactions of these variables in the context of anthropogenic forcing. In the current climate northern hemisphere (NH) snow cover retreats rapidly from a maximum in late winter to a minimum in late summer in direct response to increasing sunshine and associated warmer temperatures [Robinson et al., 1993] . This in turn decreases a s over NH continents, further increasing absorbed sunshine and enhancing surface warming. Similarly, in nearly all previous simulations of future climate [Cess et al., 1991; Randall et al., 1994; Cubasch et al., 2001; Manabe and Wetherald, 1980; Robock, 1983; Ingram et al., 1989] , as well as those of the current Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), snow cover retreats almost simultaneously with anthropogenic warming over NH land masses, reducing a s in these areas, and increasing the overall warming through enhanced absorption of solar radiation (Figure 1 ).
[4] SAF strength can be quantified, whether it occurs in the context of the current seasonal cycle or anthropogenic climate change. We set forth a method for doing this, and use the results to examine the simulated relationship between the strength of NH springtime SAF in climate change and seasonal cycle contexts in 17 models used in the AR4 assessment. (See Table 1 for a list of the models.) If the strength of SAF in the seasonal cycle in any particular model is correlated with its strength in climate change, then comparison of simulated SAF strength in the seasonal cycle to observations provides a meaningful constraint on simulated SAF strength in climate change. The seasonal cycle offers advantages in model-observation comparison because it recurs every year. The current satellite record is about two decades long, so that already enough seasonal cycle realizations have been sampled to provide statistically-stable estimates of SAF strength in the seasonal cycle context. We focus on the springtime component of NH SAF because both snow extent and insolation are large at this time. Hence SAF during springtime is particularly effective, contributing approximately half the total NH SAF to simulated global climate change [Hall, 2004] .
SAF Components
[5] We quantify SAF strength by the variation in net incoming shortwave radiation (Q) with surface air temperature (T s ) due to changes in a s [Cess and Potter, 1988 ]:
where the subscript SAF is used to emphasize that the partial derivative refers only to changes in Q with T s that occur due to (Figure 2a ). The intermodel variation in this quantity is small, with most models agreeing to within 10% that a given a s anomaly results in an a p anomaly onehalf as large. This agreement occurs because the main factor controlling @a p /@a s is the cloudless component of the atmosphere, where the models' radiative transfer schemes converge in their handling of the atmosphere's interaction with upwelling solar photons [Qu and Hall, 2006] We also calculated an estimate of the statistical error arising from the time series' limited length, giving a 95% confidence range. Three models are very close to the observed range, while eleven have a significantly weaker SAF than observed. Three models appear to have an unrealistically strong SAF, though no model's SAF is stronger than the observed range by more than 20%.
[9] Caution must be exercised in this comparison, because there may be error sources other than statistical uncertainty in the observed estimate of Da s /DT s . Unfortunately these are nearly impossible to quantify, and must be 1  mri_cgcm2_3_2a  2  cnrm_cm3  3  giss_model_e_r  4  iap_fgoals1_0_g  5  cccma_cgcm3_1  6  csiro_mk3_0  7  ncar_pcm1  8  ukmo_hadcm3  9  mpi_echam5  10  ukmo_hadgem1  11  miroc3_2_medres  12  ncar_ccsm3_0  13  miub_echo_g  14  ipsl_cm4  15  gfdl_cm2_0  16  gfdl_cm2_1  17  inmcm3_0 a All data were taken from the '720 ppm stabilization experiment,' where historical 20th century forcing was imposed, followed by the SRES A1B emission scenario for the 21st century. At year 2100, anthropogenic forcings were fixed for the remainder of the experiments, which end at year 2200. Though this forcing scenario was imposed on 23 models for the AR4, only these 17 had a complete time series when this article was composed.
evaluated qualitatively: Measurements of T s are an unlikely source of systematic or random measurement error. T s over the NH land masses is well-sampled in space and time and the measurements are accurate, so we expect the reanalysis to provide highly reliable estimates of climatological T s . Additional evidence for this is that values of DT s calculated from reanalysis agree nearly perfectly with those calculated from another standard T s data set constructed by the University of East Anglia Climate Research Unit [New et al., 2000] . Observations of a s present a more likely error source. ISCCP a s values are based on satellite measurements at a single visible channel, and a dependence of albedo on wavelength is assumed to convert these observations to a broadband value. This functional dependence is in turn derived from measurements of the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment, when shortwave fluxes were measured simultaneously with ISCCP at seven visible and near infrared channels for the [1984] [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] [1989] period [Zhang et al., 2004] . This approach, though reasonable as reflectances measured at the ISCCP channel are highly correlated with reflectances at other wavelengths where solar energy is concentrated, may introduce errors. Because of these errors the actual uncertainty range in observed values of Da s /DT s may be somewhat larger than the range of Figure 3 ; however, it seems improbable that the range would broaden enough to include all models. For example, for models in the low end of the range of Figure 3 to be realistic, ISCCP's climatological seasonal reduction in a s from April to May would have to be too large by a factor of two.
Concluding Remarks
[10] The difficulty in quantifying all errors in the estimate of climatological Da s /DT s points to a clear strategy for Figure 2 . (a) Dependence of April a p on a s in NH land masses poleward of 30°N seen in AR4 experiments for the 20th century, showing how large a typical a p anomaly is for a 1% a s anomaly in areas likely to be affected by SAF. The data required for this calculation [Qu and Hall, 2006] were only available for 13 simulations. We performed the same calculation for other time periods (not shown), and found these values exhibit very little dependence on time period chosen. We also used this method to calculate @a p /@a s from ISCCP data (1984-2000 period) . This observed value (solid line) is in general agreement with simulated values. (b) The externally-forced change in April a s (%) averaged over NH land masses poleward of 30°N in the AR4 experiments, divided by the change in April T s in these experiments averaged over the same region. The change in a s (or T s ) is defined as the difference between 22nd-century-mean a s (T s ) and 20th-century-mean a s (T s ). Values of a s were weighted by April incoming insolation prior to averaging. Though these values of Da s /DT s are based on transient climate change experiments, they agree closely with the values of Da s /DT s that would result from equilibrium climate change experiments with the same models: In climate simulations the NH snow pack thermodynamically adjusts almost instantaneously to anthropogenic forcing [Hall, 2004] . The experiment names corresponding to numbers on the x-axis are given in Table 1 . [Neter et al., 1996] . If this statistical error only is taken into account, the probability the actual observed value lies outside the grey bar is 5%. [Hall, 2004] .
[11] Exploiting similarities between the seasonal cycle and anthropogenic climate change is a promising strategy for constraining other radiative feedbacks affecting the extratropics, where seasonality is most pronounced. For example, sea ice albedo feedback is a significant source of divergence in simulations of climate sensitivity to anthropogenic forcing in high latitudes [Holland and Bitz, 2003] , and is typically larger than snow albedo feedback in climate change simulations. Like NH snow, sea ice in both hemispheres undergoes a large variation in response to the seasonal cycle of extratropical temperatures. If sea ice albedo feedback could be also constrained with the current seasonal cycle, this would substantially reduce divergence in simulations of extratropical climate change.
